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COUNT PLUNKETT.

THE MAN AND HIS MESSAGE.

It has often been said of Parnell that he was more of

an institution than a personaHty, and it might with
equal truth be said that Count Plunkett is not a per-

sonaHty but a principle : indeed, it is quite possible that

the Roscommon Election which first returned an avowed
advocate of an independent Irish Republic may mark
as important an epoch in the future history of our coun-
try as the Clare Election which returned in Daniel
O'Connell the first Catholic.

Whether or not Ireland is ever to realise this last

dream of her dreamers is beside the point : the import-

ance of the event lies in the novelty of outlook which it

has given to Englishmen no^ less than Irishmen upon the

century-old controversy of Home Rule, and it is one
which certainly calls for a criticism of the policy it in-

dicates if for no other reason than its novelty.

Had Bernard Shaw predicted, for example, twelve

months before that within a year a placid and learned

aristocrat at the time

In the Employ of the Government
in a prominent official position as Curator of an Art

Gallery would come into Dublin as the elected repre-

sentative of the principle of Republicanism for Ireland,

he would have been greeted with an outburst of laugh-

ter from every political party in the Kingdom : just as

the advocates of law and order of a generation ago

would have been appalled at a prophecy of the Union-

ist attitude towards the Volunteers of Ulster : but



it is in the very surprise that- lies the true significance

of the present situation.

Every political writer had been predicting- a crisis in

Ireland just as every historian has had to narrate them,
but the strange part of it all is that every prophet proved
wrong when they tried to foretell its nature : for, in the
words of Professor Mahaffy, Ireland is a place " where
the impossible is always taking place and the inevitable

never occurs."
Thus nothing came of the Ulster demonstrations of

Sir Edward Carson : Home Rule, once dead as Queen
Anne, to use the words of the late Joseph Chamber-
lain, is now upon the Statute Book : in other words,
Ulster was not right and Ulster did not fight the once
inevitable fight, and it is the impossible that has taken
place in a complete reaction in what Lord Grey de-

clared at the beginning of the war to be " the one
bright spot."

Count Plunkett was not the cause but rather the re-

sult of the consequent reaction, and though he may be
here to-day and gone to-morrow, a mere figure-head and
symbol, if you like, his character and the policy for

which he stands cannot deserve too much attention at

such a momentous crisis in the historv of these Islands.

It signifies nothing less than a public demand upon
the part of a great body of opinion in Ireland for a com-
plete severance of the two countries^—in a word, the re-

tracing of seven centuries of Irish history and govern-
ment. Not only this, too, it is a proclamation before

the whole world that England is not and never was the

protector of small nations.

It is for this reason that Count Plunkett—but yester-

day a nonentity as far as politics are concerned—stands

to-day, as Parnell stood yesterday, an institution and a
principle rather than a personality : or perhaps it would
be better to say,- a personality because a principle.

What that principle is can best be seen in the fol-

lowing invitation from the electors of Roscommon
which was signed by hundreds;—



''To George Noble Count Plunkett/* ran the docu-
ment. '' We, the undersigned Irishmen Hving within
the Parliamentary constituency of North Roscommon,
declare our adhesion to the doctrine of Ireland a Nation,
which has been handed down to us from our forefathers.

" We believe that the Irish Nation has as much right

to Freedom and the same kind of Freedom as any other
nation. The kind of Freedom that is good enough for

Ireland is good enough for every other nation. The
kind of Freedom that is not good enough for every other
nation is not good enough for Ireland. In other words,
we declare our belief in the general principle that ' all

nations, like all individuals, are endowed by Almighty
God with equal natural rights.'

" The fact that these rights have been forcibly with-

held from so many generations of Irishmen, instead of

invalidating or lessenini^ those rights, make our claims
to "them all the more urgent and their persistent denial

all the more grievous.
" The general recognition of the rights of nationali-

ties throughout the world, and its impartial application

everywhere is the onlv basis upon which the future

security of civilization can rest.

" The fact that the great Powers at present warring
upon the Continent of Europe have again and again ap-

pealed to this principle of nationhood is clear proof of

its potential moral power, although they do not yet

seem to realise that their advocacy of the principle is

invalidated and stultified by their persistent refusal to

admit its universal application.
" We believe that at the present moment Ireland has

a magnificent opportunity of reaching her goal of Free-

dom and at the same time of advancing the cause of

civilization by merely insisting on her National claims,

and making them as widely known as possible through-

out the world. In this way we can secure a hearing

before the nations when they assemble at the end of the

war to rebuild civilization upon its new basis.
" We have made a careful examination of the lives



of the leading public men in Ireland with a view to

selecting a leader for such a movement. We have de-

cided that you, George Noble Count Plunkett, stand
out among all your countrymen as pre-eminently the

man. Your long life of devotion to the cause of real

Irish Nationhood and the sacrifices you have made for

that cause, together with your stand"ing as a scholar of

European reputation and your knowledge of the lan-

guages of Europe, make you the man that Ireland could,

with most credit to herself, send as her principal repre-

sentative to the Peace Conference.
" But in order that you may be in a position to under-

take this work to the best advantage, a clear proof is re-

cjuired that you undertake it as the representative of the

Irish people.
" As a practical means of commencing to give you

the people's mandate we ask you to allow us to put

your name forward as a candidate for North Roscom-
mon. We pledge ourselves to do all in our power to

secure your triumphant return."
" My reading then of the Roscommon Election is,"

wrote T. P. O'Connor, in the Daily Chronicle, " it was
the answer, or part of the answer, which Ireland is giv-

ing back to the executions. The executions were in-

tended to put down for ever rebellion and the rebellious

spirit in Ireland. It was probably only a soldier ignor-

ant of Irish history and of human nature who could have

made such a miscalculation."
" There was a certain element of paradox in the Ros-

common Election as there is so often in politics," wrote

T. P. O'Connor, in the Daily Chronicle. At the time

of the Sinn Fein Rebellion three young men named
Plunkett were taking an active part—all if I mistake

not in the Post Office^—the central citadel of the Rebel-

lion. At the same time their father Count Plunkett,

who had been in the service of the Government for

several years, was taking every step necessary to pro-

tect the property of the Government in the Museum
against the perils from the operations both of the army
and the rebels.



There could be no doubt about the enthusiasm that

greeted him upon his return to Dubhn : one could both
see and Ilea r it in the streets : it was the only enthusiasm
in fact that had been displayed since the Rebellion, and
great ringing cheers went up as he passed, and a pro-
cession was formed with flags and emblems.
The police were out in force and wore an anxious

look, but nothing untoward happened, and the crowd
followed to the Count's house in Upper Fitzwilliam

Street where the newly-elected member of Parliament
was called upon to speak.

A few minutes later, with' the colours of the new Irish

Republic waved above him by a youth standing at his

side in the first floor window, the Count came forward
to express his gratitude for the reception.

He spoke of the victory which the Roscommon Elec-
tion symbolised—a victory against nearly every form of

established interest and organisation, including the

Press, all to no avail.

"Roscommon rose," he said, " and swept them all

away. Political cobwebs were no longer to be substi-

tuted for the principles of a free nation. They must
see for the future that the souls of the representatives

whom they elected were Ireland's, and for this work
it would be necessary to carry on a systematic organisa-

tion from day to day until the whole of Ireland had
pledged its members not to go to Westminster, but to

remain in Ireland until they had a body of representa-

tives the virtual parliament of a free people."
The last phrase, concluding as it did a dramatic

situation, drew forth thunders of applause : and well

it might, for in itself it was one of the most dramatic
political conceptions that had ever been put forward.
That it was not original is but another way of saying

that it was historical. As a. matter of fact it

was as old as the Union, and even in Grattan's
day a party had urged him to refuse to go to Westmin-
ster as a protest against the scandalous corruption by
which the old constitution had been abrogated.



It had repeatedly come up again and again but had
been put off because leader after leader, O'Connell,
Butt, Parnell, had been deceived into the belief that
the longed-for concessions were near at hand, and that
" the day was not far distant."

Tt had been revived by the Sinn Fein Party and ac-

corded naturally with their principles, but it had always
been one of the principles of Sinn Fein tactics to give
the Parliamentary Party the fullest chances while at

the same time^ placing no confidence in Parliamentarian-
ism as such, and the continued delay in granting
Home Rule after it had found its way to the Statute
Book gave it additional force.

It could, of course, have been very dramatically em-
ployed when the negotiations for an immediate settle-

ment Instituted by Mr. Asquith had fallen through,
just as it might have been later when the Lloyd George
attempts ended in the same fiasco, instead of the rather

feeble step adopted by the Irish Party in leaving the

House for a few days.
Had Redmond, for example, done the thing dramati-

cally and came back to Dublin for the St. Patrick's Day
festivities he would have won back the confidence of

the whole people and—taken the wind out of the sails

of Count Plunkett completely : as things turned out it

still remains distinctive of the policy of the member for

Roscommon, and has been skilfully elaborated by
Arthur Griffith in succeeding numbers of Nationality

following the Hungarian model.
Compared with Carson's Volunteers the conception,

especially at the present moment, has gigantic propor-

tions gauged in dramatic values.

No amount of explanation upon the part of British

diplomatists, as the Tory Press, for instance, could

explain away to the world the spectacle of one of the

constituent nations of the British Empire so far despis-

ing the British Constitution as to^ refuse as utterly use-

less to send any representatives to their Imperial Par-

liament.



One has only to imagine the situations reversed and
Germany being in our position as the champion of

small nations, say, during the Boer War, and the State
of Prussia refusing to send members to the Reichstag
to understand the effect upon Europe.

It yet remains to be seen whether Count Plunkett
and the Sinn Fein Party or John Redmond and the

Irish members are justified, the one in his despair of the

British Parliament, the other in his confidence in it

:

but the policies are certainly distinct, and the Count fgr

good or for bad must take the full credit of inaugurat-
ing such a policy, just as Parnell must be credited with
the principles of the Boycott, the Plan of Campaign, and
Obstruction.
A very good little biographical sketch of Count

Plunkett appeared in the Catholic Bulletin—(one of the

numerous collection under the heading " Events of

Easter Week ")—which has endeavoured to supply the

demand now felt for a whole year for some account of

the men of 19 16, as they will be known in history : but
it is to be hoped that the learned editor, who was im-
prisoned and then deported under the Defence of the

Realm for his zeal on their behalf, will be allowed to

return to defend those whom some of the Unionist
Press described as a " gang of murderers who roved the

streets shooting down every bit of khaki they could see
"

—though the English Press was far more generous to

the fallen foe.

Though the name is one long associated in Irish his-

tory with heroic sacrifice and fearless protest, against
oppression, both religious and political, there was no-
thing- in Count Plunkett's education that might have
predisposed him in any way for the role he was one day
to fill.

George Noble Plunkett was born in Dublin on
December 3rd, 185 1, but his early years w^ere spent
abroad, his mother taking him to France, and he re-

ceived the first three years of his education at Nice.

When he returned to Dublin in 1862, in fact, he could



only speak French and Italian with any fluency, but he
soon picked up English at the Oblate School m Upper
Blount Street, and showed the keenest interest in all

matters pertaining to the history of the country of his
forefathers *

His mind, however, seems to have turned more to art,

literature, and econom"ics than to politics: the very re-

verse of John Redmond, who abandoned his University
course to take up the position of Clerk in the House of

fommons. Among- the friends of George Noble Plun-
kett, for example, were Mr. George Green, the poet;
Dr. Harold Littledale, the Shakespearian scholar ; Dr.
Edward Dowden, the famous French scholar, and the

late Walter Starkie, with whom he had once formed the

plan of making Trinity College a centre of Gaelic

studies.

Even in those days (1882) there v/as an attempt among
the young intellectuals to unite all classes and creeds,

and Hibernia became what in the next generation the

Irish Review was to become, and George Noble Plun-
kett became editor.

Among the contributors may be mentioned such
names as Dr. Mahaffy and the late Dr. John Todhun-
ter. Dr. T. S. F. Battersby, K.C. ; Nathaniel Colgan,

the botanist; and the work of writers like Miss Jane
Barlow and Katharine Tynan first saw light in its

pages : but in spite of the brilliance of the talent which
enriched it, like many a similar effort, it came to grief

after about sixteen months, and with it the first phase

of George Noble Plunkett's life.

The year 1884 was a landmark, for in that year he

received, as a recognition of his literary gifts and his

firm adhesion to the Holy See, then going through a

very critical phase, the honour of a Papal title, and he

became a Count of Rome.
The same year, 1884, he married Miss Josephine

* vSee Catholic Bulletin (January, 1917)- Published by

M. H. Gill 8c Son, Ltd., Dublin.



Cranny, and the two went off on a honeymoon tour

round Europe, coming back via America after haying
met John Boyle O'Reilly in Boston, and many others

of the Irish exiles.

Perhaps it may seem strange that a man of such en-

thusiasm and accomplishments as Count Plunkett should
not have " gone in for Parliament," as the saying
goes : but it was not for want of opportunity so much
as through disgust of Parliamentarianism—a feeling

which was later to be known as Sinn Fein.

Butt, w^e are told, wanted him to stand against Frank
Hugh O'Donnell, and Parnell wished him to contest an-

other election in Mid-Tyrone—and it may be mentioned,

en passant, that he was an out-and-out ParneUite
who resented to the last degree the insolent dictation

of Gladstone that the Irish should change their leader

at an Englishman's bidding.

It was no uncommon thing in those days for a Par-

neUite to be denounced from the altar and classed as an

adulterer or an Atheist. When John Redmond, for

example, went to Rome, it is said he would not be re-

ceiyed by Leo XIII. because of his adhesion to the dead
Chief, and one can well imagine the risks of ecclesiasti-

cal displeasure run by Count Plunkett for his adhesion

to what was then looked upon as the extreme cause :

on one occasion, indeed, he is said to have been not

merely insulted but stoned for his outspoken defence

of Parnell ism.

In 1898 Count Plunkett, who had already fought

Judge (then Air.) Kenny, contested St. Stephen's
Green Division with Mr. J. H. Campbell, but was
beaten owing chiefly to lack of proper registration, the

reform of which became his next care—and in this he
was successful, with the result that the Nationalists were
able to secure the majority.

All this time Count Plunkett had never abandoned
his linguistic studies : he was one of those men who
never finish their education, so to speak, for the simple
reason that they know there is always more to learn,
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and in this he differs from the rank and file of the Par-
Hamentarians, most of whom, it is true, are orators, but
few of whom are scholars, and fewer still Gaelic
scholars.

Ever since the days of O'Connell in fact Gaelic had
tended more and more to become a dead language, and
even the Liberator himself, though he could speak Irish

fluently, seldom made use of it in his public speeches,

and certainly made no effort to preserve the ancient lan-

guage.
Not so Count Plunkett, whose linguistic genius and

travelled experience saw infinite possibilities for the

Nationalist Movement in the revival of the ancient

tongue.

As we have seen, it had been one of his earliest am-
bitions to make Dublin University the centre of a new
revival with Dr. Starkie, and in 1880 he became a

member of the vSociety for the Preservation of the Irish

Language, and eventually became President of the

Society, whose work was later to be taken over by Dr.

Douglas Hyde, who made of it the Gaelic League with

the movement that bears its name, and has changed it

from a mere linguistic study of a dead language to a

living part of the national spirit.

He was continually being urged by liis friends and
admirers to stand for one constituency or another, not-

ably for St. Stephen's Green after he had secured it

for the Nationalists, on which occasion, however, the

electors chose the man whom he suggested—Mr. James
McCann, the philanthropist.

It was for this reason that when he came forward as

the candidate for Roscommon he was to the general

public an unknown man : for in Ireland only the poli-

tician is known to the public.

There are more branches of public work, however,

than politics : branches equally important though not

equally under the public eye. Positions in fact which
can only be defiled by politics : and these Count Plun-

kett as the non-political type was admirably suited to
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fill and actually did fill them to the admiration of all

parties and creeds.

He was the gentleman, the man of learning, the man
of culture^ the refined, retiring, but none the less brilli-

ant personality which is necessary as a figure-head or as

an administrator.

Thus in 1903 he was Secretary of the Cork Interna-

tional Exhibition, and it was a great success : as an ex-

pert upon art—and probably few living Irishmen have
seen more—he was a valuable advisor in connection

with the Arts and Crafts Association of Ireland, and
also whenever the Royal Dublin Society gave any ex-

hibition, as they did from time to time, no opinion car-

ried more weight than that of Count Plunkett, and
when in 1907 there occurred a vacancy it was he who
was selected as the most suitable Director of the National

Museum of Science and Art.

His work in this connection is remembered with

gratitude by all, and when the Rebellion broke out,

though his own sons were at the time " under arms"
and risking their lives in the struggle, he remained as

a protector of Irish Art Treasures faithful at his post,

seeing that no harm came to anything under his care.

The story of his suspension by the Department after

the events of Easter Week while he himself was an un-

tried prisoner in Richmond Barracks is too recent to

need repetition here, as was his formal dismissal by Mr.
T. W. Russell, while he was living the life of a '' de-

portee " at Oxford.
As a public Government official so intimately con-

nected with one of the signatories of the famous Repub-
lican Manifesto, it is possibly not surprising that the

Government's suspicions should have been aroused on

the matter of complicity, in the sense of being consci-

ous of the possibilities of a rising : but it has yet to be

proved that he directly encouraged or even approved of

the actions taken by his sons.

At the very least it entitled him to a fair trial—one

time the proud boast of every British subject : and at
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most it could only have put him in the same category as
the First Lord of the Admiralty and the entire Unionist
Party during the Ulster crisis.

The moment that Volunteers were known to exist, if

not actually encouraged by the Government, with all

the attendant dangers of such a principle, there could
be no difference between one kind or the other in jus-

tice : and one cannot imagine had there been a rising

in Belfast the prominent relatives of all the Ulster Vol-
unteers being suddenly deprived of their positions.

Moreover, it has yet to be proved that the Easter Ris-
ing was ever intended to be carried into execution at all

and was not purelv a '' military demonstration " planned
upon exactly tlie same lines as the intended Provisional

Government of the Covenanters.
In both cases the attitude was purely defensive though

with the undoubted intention of making that defence a

stern reality if provoked to do so by any military

attempt at suppression.

To victimise a man already bowed nearly to the grave
by tragedy for the cause of it all could only happen
under British rule in Ireland : but it redounds in no
way against Count Plunkett : indeed, quite the contrary,

it can only swell the wave of sympathy which has lifted

Count Plunkett to the position which he now occupies

in the hearts of his fellow-sufferers, and it can only
strengthen in his own mind and prove to him by his

own experience the utter impotence of England to act

justly towards Ireland and justify the plea of a total

and absolute separation as the only means of salvation.

This, however, is only the political aspect of the

point : as far as the work which Count Plunkett did

while in the position it can be well trusted to speak for

itself.

" The Count's principal aims," says the writer in the

Bulletin, " were to make the Museum what he had
named it

—

viz., National. To ally it to our educational

institutions, and to turn it' to the service of

the Industrial Movement. Years before he became
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Director he introduced into the Museum the system of
' demonstrations ' in face of the collections forecasting

the ' Docent ' method. Later he had a small theatre
built in the Museum, where he and members of his staff

gave fully illustrated lectures to the public without fee

or charge.
" He developed the system of circulation cases, illus-

trating the diseases of plants and animals, processes of

crafts and manufacture, etc., for; use in agricultural,

technical, and primary schools and classes. He also

helped materially to spread ' nature study,' through
the National Schools, by having all collections made by
children examined and reported on by his staff. His
encouragement of the work of students in the Museum,
for whom he provided rooms in which they could handle
the exhibits, increased their number under his Director-

ship from one hundred to three thousand. They came
regularly from the Universities, the College of Science,

professors bringing their classes to the exhibits which
the Director specially prepared for them."
His decorations and distinctions show him a man

not merely of European fame but of European culture.

He is also an author whose books have been both
numerous and valuable.

Whilst the Count was a man of quiet culture, at the

same time there was an ardent spirit of Nationalism that

burnt within his breast which might have done credit to

Robert Emmet or Owen Roe O'Neill. Whilst as a

Nationalist nothing in his previous life would explain his

taking up such an uncompromising attitude as is set

forth in the programme of his party, yet his change is

only the replica in his own person of what was taking

place in thousands of homes all through Ireland.
'' Whatever, in other words, Count Plunkett is to-day,

just as whatever Ireland is to-day, it is the British

Government's fault, and not any lack of principle in

himself, for whenever you want to understand the psycho-
logv of a rebel all vou have to do is to look at the Statute

Book."



His character, however, did not go unchallenged, but

he looked upon this as only one of a politician's trials.

The first open attack upon the Count came
from The Freeman, which, according to the

editor of Naiionolity, had not only opposed the

election, which was only natural, but taken

the rather unfair attitude of distributing intimidatory

circulars among his constituents warning them that they

ran the risk, in voting for him, of losing their old-age

pensions, of having their names taken down by the police,

and possibly being imprisoned on suspicion : a line which
smacks rather of the tactics pursued in other da^^s by
'* Unionist " journals.

The result of the election was his return by the over-

whelming majority of 3,022 over Devine (U.I.L.) with

1,708 votes, and Tully with 687.

The action taken by the Royal Dublin Society, of which
he was a member, was singularly gauche, coming as it did

not in the heat of the struggle, but long after, when
passions had cooled and England herself recognised the

character of the men she had raised up in enmity by
the blundering decision to take the arms from the National

Volunteers and not from the Orange Volunteers.

The conciliatory movement, in fact, was in full swing;
the Government was sending back the prisoners from their

internment camps
;
politicians were attempting to solve

the problem of North and South ; diplomats were finding

that Ireland's discontent was paralysing their hands.

Dublin, in fact, had almost forgotten Count Plunkett
when the action of the Royal Dublin Societ}^, which sum-
moned a special meeting to expel the Count, brought
forth a huge wave of sympathy for the man who, already

deprived of his public position, had sufficiently suft'ered

by the loss of one son and the imprisonment of two others.

Among those sympathisers was F. W. Crossley, him-
self a member of the Royal Dublin Society, who protested

in the name of loyalty against such an unwarranted act of

prejudice at a time when the King himself, by releasing

the prisoners, was leading the way for a reconciliation

—

but all to no avail.
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Even from the lo\^alist standpoint it was a blunder, but

that blunder was onh'- realised when the expulsion was
placarded throughout Roscommon as one of the main
reasons for the Count's election, and as a matter of fact

contributed in no slight degree to the enthusiasm of the

whole movement in his favour.

All this while, be it remembered, the Count had been

subjected to no trial, nor had it been proved that he had
taken any active part in the rebellion.

. " . • • • • •.

The document which Count Plunkett issued as a mani-
festo to the Irish Race upon St. Patrick's Day was in

every w^ay a remarkable production, as well for the dignity

of the language in which it was couched as for the strength

of the policy which it advocated.

"Dublin, March 17, 1917.

"Dear Sir,
" I am returned to Dublin pledged by the Electors of

North Roscommon to recognise no foreign authority

over Ireland; to maintain the rights of Ireland to Inde-

pendence ; and to initiate Ireland's work of taking con-

trol of her own affairs.

" The duty has been cast upon me of inaugurating a

policy for Ireland. If the declaration of policy may
seem new, the principle upon which it is based is as an-

cient as the Irish race. Ireland will accept nothing short

of complete liberty.
" To bring this affirmation of the National faith and

the National will to a practical issue, it is necessary to

organise the whole country.
" The vast majority of our people hold, as their

fathers held, the principles for which Ireland has fought

through the centuries. If the members elected in Ire-

land represented the opinions of their constituencies

they would be sitting as an independent body in Ire-

land, no't as a minority accepting its defeat in a foreign

Parliament.
" The complaint of those who trusted the so-called

constitutional movement is, that the men they appointed
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to represent them, from being their agents, became their

masters. In consequence the daily needs of the coun-
try and the material advantages, upon which its life de-
pends, havd been made secondary to the little plots and
plans of the Party at Westminster. In this condition
of affairs it was ani easy matter to transfer toi the Eng-
lish Party dictators the allegiance of men pledged to

Ireland. The payment of Irish members by England
severed a natural tie between the electors and the elected.

The Trish member of Parliament is in most cases nO'

more than an English pensioner. By the English Go-
vernment's refusal to allow a general election to take

place during the war, the expression of Irish opinion
through the electoral system has been silenced.

" The position of the Irish Party during Easter Week
was deplorable. The Leader of the Irish Party accepted
the points of view of the Government. He speaks like

an Englishman, intent on maintaining English suprem-
acy, not as an Irishman who believes that his Nation
has the rights common toi all nations, and the duty to

wrest her liberties from foreign control by every means
in her power.

" The Irish Party's Alliance with the Liberals and
the nondescript administration that followed is osten-

sibly come to an end. But inter-communication be-

tween the Party and*the Government is not ended, al-

though the Party are at present in a position of abso-

lute hopelessness.

"The nominal Home Rule Act is a worthless meas-

ure that it would be injurious to Ireland to put into

operation. But the Party cannot take even the mock
Act from the war shelf where it lies with other ' scraps

of paper.' The alternative plan fathered by the Party,

by which the Irish people were to be permanently

divided for the convenience of England, may at any

moment be revived, if the Irish people show weakness

or un preparedness for national emergencies.
" l^ven from a material point of view not only was

Frelcind made, as far as these men could make it, a part



of the accursed Union, but her progress, nay her very
existence, has been subjected to the convenience of the
enemy.

" Ireland at this moment is without any consuUative
body representing popular feehng, experience, or judg-
ment, regarding the conditions of the country and its

future. We are faced with taxation for a w^ar wdiich

would reduce our people to hopeless poverty and keep
them in misery for generations to come. We are faced
with the danger of famine if we do not take measures
to protect our resources and keep the people's food in

the country.
" English devices to control our labour and to lead

up to the forcing of our population into the English
army are already in operation, and require to be met at

once by the wisdom and determination of the people.

The whole machinery of England, because of England's
necesisities, as being turned against Ireland, without
any regard for Ireland's rights and Ireland's needs. It

is the business of Ireland at once to take control of her

own resources, national and material, and to secure; and
protect her own authority for her own people.

"The dominant body of resolute men left without
the opportunity of enforcing their opinions on the

hustings in the various constituencies throughout Ire-

land, demands representation by other means.
"We w^ant a free Ireland. We want liberty not

merely for those who are free in soul, but also for those

whose souls need liberation. We want one people,

composite and various as they may be in moods and
aims, to be knit into a vigorous nation. vSuch differ-

ences test the fibre of our patriotism, the largeness of

our view% and' the sincerity of our principles, and none

but men strong enough to bear tlie trials of a nation,

and single-minded to think of Ireland only, can w^i^n

Ireland's liberty. No foreign Power must control the

incomings and outgoings of her trade, the raising of

necessary taxes, the establishment of her national army
of defence. There shall be one authority in the Nation,
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and Ireland's representatives must be subject to Ireland,
and answerable to the Irish people alone.

" The Irish Party have refused to make any. claim for

the representation of Ireland in the Peace Conference,
and have allowed to go uncontradicted the statement
of English Ministers that Ireland would not be repre-

sented in that Conference.
" Ireland has reclaimed her title to separate national

existence. She should proceed at once tO' establish her
own Council and state her own case for recognition
among the Nations. The world is looking forward to

the assertion of National rights from the various
peoples claiming independence. If the Nation fails to

state such a claim, or fails to do it quickly, it will be
considered as acquiescing in its dependence on another
country. Also the terms in which the claims to national

freedom are stated will be taken as defining the rights

and aims of the particular nation.
" The claim of Ireland must be made as though Ire-

land were already a separate entity. No consideration

of existing restrictions of national expression, no suffer-

ance of the present interference with Irish liberty, no
subservience to the prejudices or convenience of another
power should be allowed to mar the national demand.
We are a Nation ; we should be less than a Nation if

we accepted or suggested terms that limited our Free-

dom.
'*I have therefore decided to convene an Assembly of

the representatives of the Administrative Bodies and
National Organisations, and other public men ,of Ire-

land. The first of its duties will be to address itself to

the Peace Conference with a view to obtaining the sup-

port of Nations which will be represented at that Con-
ference. With its representative authority this As-
semblv will claim the. recognition of the Sovereign

Status of Ireland; (liat Status to be guaranteed by the

Continental I^owers of hAirope and by the Cnited States

of America.
" I ask your Council to give in their adhesion to the
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principles and metiiods enunciated in this letter, and so

having expressed, their approA'al, to appoint two of their

members to take part as delegates in the Assembly to

be held in the Mansion House, Dublin, at 11.30 a.m.

on the 19th April.

"If your Council adopts the principle which the As-
sembly is convened to put into action, please have the

appended form filled up, and forwarded to me at 26

Upper Fitzwilliam St., Dublin, as soon as possible."

Had the Irish Leader of the ParHamentary Party, when
Llo3^d George iinally agreed to Partition and thereby re-

duced the Home Rule Bill to a scrap of paper, like a

second Treaty of Limerick, left the House of Commons
dramatically for good and all, and returned to Dublin to

tell Ireland of the great betrayal, there would have been
no room for the convocation of a National Council.

The Irish leader, in fact, if he was to retain the confi-

dence of the country, could have summoned it himself,

and in so: doing he would have reunited every party under
his banner.
True it would have meant the adoption of the " Sinn

P'ein " principle, and in a sense a tactical capitulation

from the point of view of politics, but from the point of

view of Nationalism it would have been a considerable

victory.

Possibly the Rebellion made the situation complicated

because of the misnomer by which " Sinn P'ein " had
come to be associated with the physical force part3r that

had tried to establish a republic during Easter week ; but
strictly speaking there was nothing really incompatible

between the two sections of public opinion to prevent such
an amalgamation.

Certainly the return of the official party to Dublin, as

in the case of the Councils Bill in 1906, to submit the

result of their efi^^orts to a Convention, would have been
very fitting in view of the circumstances ; and had that

Convention decided upon a policy of total abstention from
Parliament altogether the Nationalist members would not

have been open to the charge, both in England and
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Ireland, of misrepresenting their electors or throwing the

country into anarchy.

At most it would have been a change of tactics per-

fectly justified by events, and in view of the absolute

pulverisation of their one weapon, that of holding the

balance between the two rival parties in England, possibly

the only weapon left to them to use.

For when all is said and done, the Irish Party's only

chance of successfully forcing its demands is in the

division lobby, and the Coalition, instead of strengthening

this position, absolutely broke it to pieces.

Even if Orangemen and Nationalists agreed upon an

Irish policy, the tw^o parties combined could not do any-

thing in face of any English attitude of hostility.

There only remained an attitude of trust, and Mr.
Redmond found himself in much the same position as

Mr. Asquith. On the one hand the English nation cried

out for the deposition of the man whose policy of '' wait

and see " had brought the country to the brink of disaster

wdth an enemy they had trusted in spite of its treacherous

past, which every day became more and more evident :

on the other, the Irish nation called equally loudly for the

deposition of John Wait-and-See Redmond, who likewise

had taken no precautions against the possible treacheries

of an enemy whose iniquities were no less rank.

What the failure of the Allies in Roumania was to

the Asquith regime, that was the failure of the Lloj^d

George negotiations to the Redmond regime.

IrLow far the disasters in both cases were due to bad
leadership, and how far they were due to objective circum-

stances remains to be seen ; and if the Sinn Fein Part^^

can claim that the policy delineated in the proposed

National Council is one of greater strength, their oppon-

ents can certainly point with equal plausibilit}^ that the

obstacles are stronger too.

It remains to be seen, therefore, whether John Redmond,
working upon the friendship and conciliation of the

English people for the past twenty years, will be able to

get better terms than Count Plunkett.

The main point in the personal attack made upon Count
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Plunkett by the official organs of the Party was that he
had applied for the post of Under SecretarA- in Dublin
Castle, so that had he been successful he would, like Sir

Mathew Nathan, have been obliged to assist in the

suppression of the Sinn Fein revolt. In fact, Mr. John
Ha\^den, M.P., tried to influence the electors of Roscom-
mon by saying dramatically, '' I have here a letter in my
pocket written b\^ Count Plunkett saying he was in total

ignorance of Avhat was taking place, and that he spent

Easter week taking charge and looking after the propertA'

of the Goverhment in the Dublin Museum, and in that

letter he apologises for the conduct of his sons in that

affair, because he says they were mere boys."
Now if indeed the letter conveyed such an attitude of

mind it wasn't really far different from the attitude taken
up bv the Irish leader himself when speaking in the House
of Commons at 4 p.m. on the 3rd of May, when he begged
the Government, '' after having put down the rebellion

with firmness, not to show undue hardship or severity to

the great masses of those who were implicated, on wdiose

shoulders there lies a guilt far dift'erent from that which
lay upon the instigators and promoters of the outbreak."
Hence if it be said that Count Plunkett changed, it is

all the more to his credit, and it remains to be explained
why the Irish Party did not change likewise when the

full facts, as revealed b}^ the Hardinge Commission,
became public.

The situation can only be appreciated by imagining
Grattan cheering the death of Robert Emmet or Lord
EdM^ard P'itzgerald : they were cheers that will go down
in Irish history with a significance hard to explain away,
if their echo does not sound the death-knell of the men
that gave vent to them.
As regards the application for the post of Under Secre-

tary-, one cannot help noting that there was no suggestion
in the attack that the Count was in any way unworthy of

the position, nor had it been granted that it would in any
way have been out of keeping with the Liberal policy of

filling, at the suggestion of the party, all public positions

with men of Nationalist views. It was singularly unfor-
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tunate that the attack came at the time it did from The
Freeman's Journal^ for it drew attention to the huge
compensation granted to the company for damages sus-

tained in the Rebellion, which turned out just twice the

estimated value of the property, and drew from Mr.
Arthur Griffith a story of jobbery upon the part of its

editors dating to the days before the Union which, if

correct, must rank as one of the masterpieces of modern
controversy.

The meeting at the Mansion House, in which Count
Plunkett was announced to give his own explanation, was
packed to suffocation and roared- with enthusiasm ; but the

new member refrained from anything like a personal

defence, and with dignity pointed to the real issues, of

which he was only the S3^mbol and embodiment.
He stood, he boldly proclaimed, for Ireland a Nation,

and it was for this and not for any personal claims that

he had been elected, and he felt he could hardly feel young
enough to answer the cr}^ of the men who now proclaimed

they would never be satisfied with anything less than

complete liberty. Men who had been out in '67, he told

his audience, had crawled across the snow to vote for him,
and whispered their confidence with tears in their eyes.

If people asked what was the moral of the Roscommon
election,^ he could tell them. There were 82 constituen-

cies pledged to some form of Home Rule ; well, the moral
of the election was that they were going to capture those

seats, and to this he would devote the remaining years of

his life.

Then came the full programme of the new campaign :

" I do not care to refer even in the most passing way
to certain things that affect me personally, or were in-

tended to do so. But why is the Government that was
so kind as to capture me and send me to gaol, and keep

me there witli other suspicious characters, and fling me
into an alien country, and keep me there till T was
rescued by the people of North Roscommon (hear,

hear), whv is it that that paternal Government has shown

^
vSee report of speech, Jrish Opinion, March loth.



such anxiety to prove to my fellow-countrymen that I

am a disreputable character, if it is not that they are
driven to the last resorts of the coward, to try and sow
dissension and . create division between the people of
Ireland, who are determined to obtain their liberty.

(Applause.) I have pledged myself, and North Ros-
common has ratified my pledge, that I will not go out
of Ireland (applause.) I would not even mention the
place to which I would not go because I deny the right

of any country to own Ireland^ to a single inch of the
soil of Ireland, and I deny the power of any nation but
the Irish nation to control Ireland. I assert that I will

accept nothing but complete and perfect independence
for Ireland (hear, hear.) People may say that is a diffi-

cult thing to do ! but where is the difficulty? We are

on our own soil ; we are among our own people ; we hold
Ireland. The Irish Party—(boohs and groans, and cries

of ' Rats ')—went to Westminster, and there they tried

to bring a case against the devil in his own court.

(Laughter.) They need not have been surprised at the

result. They were outnumbered and outcheated. They
were driven into a corner—a discredited and helpless

Party. If they had been honest with themselves and
the people they claimed to represent they would have
said :

' Here we are among strangers—outcasts—we
have no power or influence. We will go home to our
people, where the foreigner is a negligible quantity.'

The foreigner is a negligible quantity in Ireland, and
it depends on the people of the country whether they

are to hold Ireland for the Irish or not. There are

({uestions which of necessity will force the issue very
quickly before the public. One of those is the fact that

Itngland chooses to do now as she always has done be-

fore, get Ireland to pay her debts. According to her

own siiowing she owes Ireland over ;^300, 000,000. She
lias received from Ireland in absentee rents in the past

n(jt less than three million millions, and now she has

devised this ingenious plan to pay old debts. If Ire-

land is required to pay what is called her proportion of
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the war Uixes, we may look to see a devastated Ireland,

we may look to see Irish manufacturers with empty
warehouses, and to see the Irish farmers cursing the day
when they became peasant proprietors. We may see,

and that very soon, famine staring us in the face—

a

fc'imine blacker perhaps than that of ' Black '47.' That
would force the national question into the minds and
hearts of many men who at the present moment are

thinking of their own personal profit. That would raise

a wall round Ireland that England would never be able

to cross (hear, hear)."

Having dealt wath the amount of food and merchan-
dise that is being sunk by the German submarines,

Count Plunkett said:
—"When England is hard hit

and when her people have hungry mouths, the first

thing she w^ill think about will be her dear Ireland and
her fine harvests (laughter.) I\Iy advice to the people

is to hold fast to your own land, your own labour, which
England is trying to get into her grip, by driving Irish-

men out of their employment, and, above all, to hold

to your own harvest (applause.) Remember the advice

which John Mitchel gave the people in '47, and wdiich

is just as much needed now as then (hear, hear.) WHien
an English Minister was asked then to stop the expor-

tation of food, he said it would be against the principles

of political economy to do so. Hold now your ow-n

land, your food, and liberty. Look at the decay of in-

dustry and trade in Ireland, and remember that those

industries we still have will continue to die out until w^e

get control of our own affairs (applause.) But say Eng-
lish ^Ministers to this country :

' Your chance is coming

;

wait till the war ends; wait and we w^ill have a nice little

familv party, an Imperial Conference, at which there

will be representatives from all Colonies, even from

India lierself, and Ireland must come in too, because we

have got hints that the Colonies are interested in Ire-

land (Iciughter), some of their Ministers are Irishmen,

and it is "quite possible that some form of government

like what Canada or Australia has may be given to Ire-
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Ireland has recovered herself : she has stated her case
and claim before the world, and that is for complete in-

dependence, and only one gathering will she appeal to,

and that is the Peace Conference (applause.) Ireland
will put her case before the Peace Conference because
that will be a gathering not under the control of Eng-
lish Ministers, and it will have to consider the claim of
the small nationalities that are asserting their rights to

liberty. That Conference will give the same considera-
tion to the case of Ireland as to that of the other
nations. Ireland will not even wait for the sitting of the

Peace Conference to begin the business of self-govern-

ment. Ireland must dispense with the men who pervert
her voice, and make it known to England and to the

outside world that she will not rest until she is free from
end to end. There wnll be no use in bringing before
the Peace Conference the false belief that Ireland puts
her hope in Parliamentary representation. Ireland will

never again allow England to speak for her. Ireland

will not relax her efforts, oi"* lower her flag, till she has
won (applause.) It is impossible for a civilised nation

to keep control over another that refuses to be its slave

(loud cheers)."

The significance of the Roscommon election has been
variously diagnosed, but even the Freeman admitted that

it would be idle and futile to shut one's eyes to the fact

that it was a very heavy blow to the Irish Party. To a

certain Father McCotter alone, apparently, did tlie action

of the electors appear insignificant, and according to him
it was merely a case of a constituency disfranchising

itself : but the Party itself had far too much experience
to underrate the important event, for it was nothing short

of the abandonment of Home Rule altogether for separa-

tion.

Mr. T. P. O'Connor very deftly tried to parry the
stroke, and let the thrust go straight at England : he
attributed it to the anger of Ireland at the way in which
the Rebellion was suppressed, which compared so badly
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with the clemency afforded tO' the South African rebels,

and also to the delay of the Government in settling the

Irish demands along the lines suggested by the Irish

Party.

He forgot, however, that the Rebellion in the first place

could have been stopped altogether had the party taken
up the same attitude towards the Sinn Feiners which Sir

Edward Carson had taken towards the Government when
the latter planned the suppression of the Ulster Volun-
teers, and very nearly provoked a similar rising in Belfast

^n a word, that the Irish Party would only have been
too glad to get rid of their enemies.

In the second place, he forgot that the discontent among
the Sinn P'ein element was at the whole Parliamentary
machine, not merely in itself, but in its action of allowing

the Government to delay and allow the government of

Ireland to get back into the old Unionist hands, from
which the spirit, if not the letter, of the Home Rule Bill

upon the Statute Book gave them a right to be free for

ever.

The point was well brought out by one of the able

writers in New Ireland (Andrew B. Malone)—a paper
which, according to Hilaire Belloc, has the distinction of

best stating its case against the official party. " The
case against the Irish Party is simply that it thought
more of being a party than of being Irish," he wTote
(February loth, 1917). ''It became rigid, mechanical,

opportunist, as parties are prone to become. It lost its

ideal and its star : it simply groped and lost its way. It

used to be that foreigners coming to Ireland became in a

very short time more Irish than the Irish themselves.

The statement may now be reversed in favour of the

neighbouring island. Our representatives living for com-
paratively short periods in London have become, if not

more English than the English themselves, at least as

Imperial as the least Imperialists. Imperialism is the very

antithesis of Nationalism, and our representatives, elected

lo represent the idea of Irish Nationalism, have become
upholders and representatives of British Imperial-

ism. . . . Wherever an Empire exists there also you
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will find, without much seeking either, oppression and

slavery—that is the object of the Imperialist in politics.

Properly understood and acted upon, the Nationalist idea

offers to suffering humanit}^ the only way out of the

Imperialness of to-day. President Wilson's various pro-

nouncements appeal to Ireland because he definitely takes

his stand upon the national side and against Empires. . .

We are Nationalists first and last and all the time. The
Irish Party, on the other hand, is not NationaHst, nor

has it been for a long time past. During the past ten

3^ears it has been gradually changing its outlook and view-

point, and now^ it accepts Empire and Inferiority instead

of Nationality and Equality."
Contrasted with all this stands the policy of Count

Plunkett, who is to Redmond now what Parnell was once

to Butt; for the national movement in Ireland, as indeed

everywhere, is like the waves upon a shore, each new-

wave succeeding the spent one.

In neither case, in all probability, will the personality

of the individual leaders count for much, if indeed leaders

they can be called, and not rather chairmen of their

respective parties, and to all appearance the followers of

Count Plunkett seem to have the greater vitality and
enthusiasm, and it is difficult to say what will happen.

The opponents of the party will hardly look at the

Home Rule Bill, and will be satisfied with nothing short

of Repeal and a return to the ancient historical position

taken up by Grattan when the British Parliament once

and for all abandoned the claim to legislate for Ireland,

and this case is ably put by Mr. Judge, the editor of the

Irish Nation.
That the whole Empire now^ at last recognises the fatal

policy of delaying the Irish settlement becomes more and
more evident every day, and nothing has been more sig-

nificant in this connection than the changed attitude of

the Daily Mail, which was once the most rabid of the

Conservative Press.

Nor is it to be wondered at, considering the change
that has come over Ireland since the war—a change which
has cost England more than Gallipoli in loss of men, for
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Ireland has now to be occupied by troops, to say nothing
of the loss of morale as champion of small nations, not

merely in Germany, but in America and in Australia,

where the resentment was sufficient to smash an otherwise
inevitable Conscription majority.

The result has been a gradual pressure upon the Ulster-

man-—the root of all the mischief, and the only obstacle

that stood in the way of a perfect reconciliation of the

two countries, and driving into rebellion men who before

had been noted for their loyalty.

Sir Roger Casement is one case in point, with his short-

lived career, and now we have Count Plunkett, the very
last men one would have expected to revolt, and the only
real proof that there is something inherently rotten in

the system of administration under which it can happen.
It has been often said that what the North fears most

in Home Rule is not the measure, but the men it will

establish in power; but it is equally true that it wall

also tend to disestablish those men, and if proof wevQ
wanting of this assertion it is to be found in the attitude

taken by Count Plunkett and his followers towards the

corriiption and officialism which Mr. Tim Healy, with his

usual facility of expression, has denounced as being likely

to make a second form of Castle government which under
the Nationalists would become worse than Tammany Hall
in New York.
The phrase " corruption," however, is one too univer-

sally used in Irish politics to be taken at its literal value

as used by any single party : and even were the Nation-
alists as corrupt as the Union Parliament, w^hich very few
would be bold enough to maintain, they have constitu-

tional and economic logic upon their side when they
refuse to be drawn into the extremes of the physical force

party that captured the Sinn Fein party even last Easter

week, in spite of the restraining wisdom of their official

leaders, and one can only await developments to see

whether Count Plunkett will be strong enough to with-

stand the disruptive element.

His return, however, as far as Ulster is concerned,
should be reassuring, if the only fear of the men of the

North is the power of the political machine,
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For it is not at all impossible that in the cry for

efficiency to take the place of oratory the South should

go to the North for its leaders, just as this latest outburst

of democracy has chosen for itself an aristocrat for leader

in Count Plunkett.

The time for some concession is surely ripe, therefore,

for if Ulster refuses to move from its attitude of
'

' the dog
in the manger," the British anger may in its disgust
throw them over rather than lose the great majority; for

when all is said and done Ulster is far less to England
than Ireland is to the Empire.
The followers of Plunkett, including a great portion

of what the official organs call the " Alosquito " Press,

but what is really a very intelligent and cleverly con-
ducted campaign of objective criticism, all are out for

a radical change in the demand.
Legislative Home Rule without Fiscal Economv is

to them meaningless : they demand, moreover, complete
and immediate amnesty such as was granted to political

prisoners in Russia after the overthrow of the bureau-
cracy, and they insist upon a complete recognition of

the principle of Nationality with more or less varying
interpretations.

The chief problem which complicates the situa-

tion is the now generally admitted worthlessness of the

present Home Rule Bill to represent in any degree the

final solution or the last concession necessary to rectify

the relations of the two peoples.

After all, the Party's only claim to the confidence of the

country is the objective value of the concessions the}' are

able to obtain ; it is their raison d'etre, in other words : and
the personal recriminations and accusations of corruption

in which both sides engage are as little to the credit of

either party as they are beyond the mark. But it must
be said that there is least of it in Count Plunkett, who has
always had private means, unlike most of his opponents,
who depend almost entirely upon the party coffers and the
salary now attached to their position, and which has made
them practically independent of their electors and the

country generally.
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The right of criticism, moreover, is the correlative of

the duty of confidence : no criticism, no confidence, has
alwa^^s been a democratic principle, and the fact that the
people openly rejected the Councils Bill after the Party
had practically pledged themselves to its acceptance and
thereby strengthened the force of the National demand
and increased the value of the eventual concessions, gives

them the right to repeat that operation when and how
they please.

Had the Home Rule Bill, such as it is, been in reality

a broad and generous measure, calculated to solve for

ever and fundamentally the grievance at issue, and had
it been accepted as such by the people and their experts,

their honesty and consistency might be open to impeach-
ment.
Yet this was not the case, though it was not for lack of

opportunity. Never in the whole course of our history
had England had such an opportunity of doing the great
thing in a generous and dramatic way such as that which
won over the two Republics of South Africa.

England was willing and ready, as the enthusiasm
with which she entered into the war in the first thrill of

confidence proved ; but that disposition towards concilia-

tion had never blinded her to the meagreness of England's
concession, and the gradual filing away of the ideal of

autonomy till it was all but meaningless, if not actually

poison in disguise, as the final decision to partition Ireland
still further appeared to the general public.

Two public men have, for example, consistently
attacked the ofiicial party, not upon personal ground so

much as upon the facts. One was Mr. William Martin
Murphy, the proprietor of The Independent, and one of

the leading business men of Dublin, and the other Mr.
Arthur Grifiith, the founder of Sinn Fein and the able

editor of Nationality ; and it may be well, in passing
judgment upon Count Plunkett, to make a rapid analysis
of the points they pick out.

In a signed article by Mr. William Martin Murphy,
writing in the Evening Herald of March 30th, 191 7, he
described the so-called Magna Charta of Ireland as a
mere Gas and Water Parliament so far had the powers of
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that body been restricted, and he suggests that instead of

being called an Act for the Better Government of Ireland,

it should be called an Act for the Worse Government of

Ireland. The Royal Irish Constabulary, for example, is

to be beyond their control for six years, and also the

legislation *' for peace and order." It may not make laws

in respect of trade with any place out of Ireland, or even

with the Colonies, or grant bounties on the export of

goods, which simplv means that the native Parliament is

to be practically impotent as far as the development of the

native industries are concerned. There is to be no change

in the charge for letters abroad—even the design is

sacrosanct.

Then follows a further list of restrictions—lighthouses,

buoys or beacons, coinage, legal tender, weights and

measures, post ofhce or trustees' savings banks, friendly

societies, trade marks, copyrights, or patent rights

—

and as the writer points out, " even the Irish Trade Mark
could not be legalised by an Irish Parliament."

Even the fundamental right of Parliament, namely, the

exclusive power of imposing and collecting taxes in their

own country, and the retention of the proceeds thereof for

the use of the people who contribute them, is forbidden

;

and as if with a special sense of irony the members in

Westminster who ostensibly are there for the special pur-

pose of watching this right upon the part of the British

Parliament, are to be reduced from 103 to 42.

At most Ireland is able to vary one tax for another,

but even then under such conditions as to render the

change nugatory.
Probably the worst clause is that which in effect restores

Poyning's Law, under which no legislation could be

initiated in Ireland except upon the recommendation of

the British Ministry, which it was one of the glories of

Grattan's Parliament to have swept away.

The clause in question is Clause 10, Sub-section 2,

which runs that the Irish House of Commons '' shall not

adopt or pass any vote, resolution, address or Bill for the

appropriation for any purpose of any part of the public

revenue of Ireland or of any tax except in pursuance of

a recommendation from the Lord Lieutenant."
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Autonomy of legislation without control of finance
seems a contradiction of terms, but none the less it is

one of the dominant features of the Great Charter : it

makes any Irish Finance Minister less than the lowest
English collector.

The funds, or whatever is left of them, by which the

Parliament is to be run, next come under the scrutiny
of a Joint Exchequer Board of five, of which three of

course are English, and these decide what the "net
cost " of Irish services come to and authorise the hand-
ing back of the difference after the British needs are

satisfied.

A humourist could not have conceived a more ludic-

rous proposition : and certainly no business house would
look upon itself as private in which officials of the Gov-
ernment possessed such a control.

Nothing is said of the over-taxation of Ireland for

the past fifty years, which financial experts such as Lord
MacDonnell, basing their calculations on the findings

of the Royal Commission, estimated at something like

/i300,ooo,ooo : but as Ireland had by 1913 become too

poor to contribute to the general expenditure common
to the United Kingdom, which had been inflated by
social legislation, a free grant of half a million was to

be given, diminishing after the third year by ;{;5o,ooo

a year till it reached ;£20o,ooo.

The war alone has revealed the true significanue of

this clause.

It means, as Mr. William Martin Murphy puts it,

that if this Act had been put into operation in 1914 we
should be in the same position financially, notwithstand-

ing our " Charter of Liberty," as we are to-day

—

that is to say, the British Parliament would be drawing
as they now are, twenty-four millions a year out of Ire-

land and handing back about eight millions to pay for

the Irish Services, retaining sixteen millions for Bri-

tish purposes. Indeed, since 1914 the taxation of Ire-

land has increased three-fold but the cost of the Irish

vServices has not increased at all, more probably it has



been cut down by the pruning-knife of Sir Mathew
Nathan.

All this, needless to say, is sound objective criti-

cism, and cannot be put down glibly, as the Freeman
suggests, to personal ambition or jealousy of the pro-

prietor of the Independent in wishing to attack the
Party.

" It is also claimed," continues Mr.. William Martin
Murphy, " that there are other ' Reserved Services ' be-

sides the Constabulary—such as Old-Age Pen-
sions, the Administration of the National Insurance Act
and Labour Exchanges, which could be transferred one
year after a resolution was passed by both Irih Houses
of Parliament, but as they are all," as he points out,

"Services that would impose additional cost on the Irish

Government, they would probably stay where they are,

while the transfer of the ' Reserved Services ' out of

which profit might be made, viz., the Post Office Sav-
ings Bank, Trustee Savings Bank, and Friendly Socie-

ties—these cannot be made effective for ten years.
" Even in the event, however, of the Irish Parliament

being able to make a success of the undertaking with all

its handicap, the results would be much the same as

those'' that followed improvements by the tenant, which
all used to go to the landlord: for there is a special

clause that when it appears to the) Joint Exchequer
Board that for three years in succession the Irish re-

venue from all sources exceeded the Irish expenditure,

a report to this effect presented by that Board, ' shall

be taken to be a ground for the revision by the Parlia-

ment of the United Kingdom (where the Irish members
will be reduced) of the financial provisions of the Act

with a view to securing the proper contribution from

Irish revenues towards the common expenditure of the

United Kingdom.' "

It is the old principle over again : improve the farm

and the rent is raised, run Home Rule successfully and
economically and all the profits go ta the Empire, not

to Ireland, and all the while the war, with its unecjual
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ing the grievance, and there is already an admitted sum
of over-taxation for the past fifty years amounting to

over three hundred millions calmly left out of the reck-

oning, as if it was Ireland that owed it to England in-

stead of England owing it to Ireland.

It is such glaring injustices' as these that have
strengthened the Sinn Fein economists and produced
men like Count Plunkett : nor can any clap-trap about
faction, place-hunting, trust, and loyalty hide the faults

in the great measure which was carried through amidst
such orgies of oratory (from both sides, I admit) _and
blinded the people to the real contents of the measure
so euphemistically called a charter of liberty and a final

settlement.

Mr. Arthur Griffith, probably the ablest journalist in

Ireland, goes still farther than Mr. William Martin
Murphy in his criticism of the Irish Party : and inci-

dentally it may be mentioned that the Sinn Fein Party

voluntarily desisted from attack in the earlier da^s of the

great Liberal majorities purposely to give the Parlia-

mentary Party every chance to secure the victory in the

old constitutional way of the division lobby before fin-

ally and forcibly advocating the principles of abstention

upon Hungarian lines sidvocated by their leader.

Referring to the power of veto possessed by the Im-
perial Parliament, which the Freeman had tried to gloss

over, Mr. Griffith in the issue of March 31, 1917, of

Nationality, says :
—

" Let us see what the veto power is according to the

Act as printed by the English Government

:

''
It expressly declares that the Power and Authority

of the British Parliament to legislate for Ireland will re-

main unaffected and undiminished after the Irish Par-

liament is established.
'' At any time the British Parliament may impose a

tax on Ireland without reference to the Irish Parlia-

ment.

"No Act of the British Parliament extending to
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Ireland, passed after the establishment of the Irish Parlia-

ment, may be altered or repealed by the Irish Parliament,

even though the new British Act infringes the powers

delegated to the Irish Parliament.
'' Furthermore, any Act passed by the Irish Parliament

in pursuance of the powers conferred upon it under Home
Rule may be declared void by the British Parliament or

may be altered by the British Parliament in any way it

deems fit.

"In addition to these powers it is provided that any

law made by the Irish Parliament at any time in pursu-

ance of the powers delegated to it becomes void automati-

cally when the British Parliament passes a general Act

in which a different law is made. The only exception to

this is in the case of Customs and Excise duties, which

the Home Rule Bill give it power to vary.
" Apart from these powers of the British Parliament to

annul or reverse the legislation of the Irish Parliament,

the British Cabinet can direct the Lord Lieutenant to

postpone for an indefinite period his assent to any Act
passed in Dublin. And even though an Act passes the

Irish Parliament and receives the Royal assent it may at

any time be impugned by any person or corporation as

invalid. The question whether an Act of the Irish Par-

liament, signed in the Monarch's name, and which has

been for a term of years regarded as settled law is not

and never has been law is then to be decided by the

Judicial Committee of the British Privy Council sitting

in London. The tribunal is to consist of not less than

four British lawyers and one Irish lawyer.

''The pettiest Diet in the Central European Empires
has no such veto-power imposed upon it, as is here pro-

vided to be imposed upon Ireland.
*' The power of veto and interference thus retained to

England bears no analogy to that nominally retained over

the British Colonies. These Colonies control their own
Custom-houses and their armed forces. If England
attempted to exercise a veto on their Acts they could

retort by increasing the Customs duties on British goods

and in the last resort bv armed force. Under the Bill
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Ireland is prohibited from imposing tariffs or raising

arjned forces. In the event of the British Parliament
exercising its pOAvers to annul, alter, amend, suspend., or

override Irish legislation, enacted in pursuance of the

powers assigned to it by the Home Rule Bill, Ireland is

bereft of the powers of resistance which Canada, Austral-

asia and South Africa hoJ(d. She cannot retort by impos-,

ing tariffs against England—she cannot call a single

armed man to her assistance. She can do nothing but
pass a resolution of protest.

'' In 1893, when Mr. John Redmond was posing as a

Parnellite, he demanded that a guarantee should be inser-

ted in the Home Rule Bill that the British Parliament
would not exercise its power of legislation for Ireland over

the head of the Irish legislature in respect to the questions

committed to its charge by the Home Rule Bill. He
pointed out that so far from the presence of Irish members
at Westminster affording protection against unfair use of

the veto powers, their presence there would be an invita-

tion to have it regarded as a Court of Appeal from the

Irish legislature. ' Men would go there with the purpose
of wrecking the Irish constitution by initiating debates

on every Irish question.' Under such a veto-power, he
said, Ireland's position after Home Rule could be rendered

worse than her position without Home Rule. He stated

that Ireland could not tolerate the setting up of the

British Parliament as the Court of Appeal over the Irish

legislature's proceedings.
'' That was 24 years ago. Now Mr. Redmond has

accepted all this and a veto-power more stringent than that

of the Bill of 1893, and the Freeman*s Journal brazenly
denies the fact.

'^ Under this Home Rule Act—let the people mark it

w^ell—they are expressly forbidden all the rights England
affects to be championing for Small Nations. They are

forbidden to interfere with the Crown, with peace and
war, with the Army and Navy, with Treason, Alienage,
or Naturalisation. They are forbidden every right pos-

sessed in these matters by Serbia and Belgium, Roumania
and little Montenegro. All these rights Grattan's Parlia-
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ment possessed. It could legislate with regard to the

Crown ; it could deal with peace and war ; it could deal

with the Army and Navy; and it could decide what
constituted Treason and Alienage and Naturalisation.

'' Under the Home Rule Act Ireland is forbidden the

right the pettiest State possesses—the right of maintain-

ing a territorial force. It is forbidden to make political

treaties, it is forbidden to make commercial treaties, it is

forbidden to make trade treaties even with the British

Colonies, it is forbidden to make Navigation laws, it is

forbidden to make Quarantine laws, it is forbidden to

appoint consuls, it is forbidden to alter the Merchandise
Marks Act, it is forbidden to mint money, it is forbidden

to use any weights and measures other than England
uses, it is forbidden to appoint tax-collectors, it is forbid-

den to collect its own taxes, it is forbidden to receive them
into its own Exchequer until they have been sent to

London and it is there decided how much shall be sent

back, it is forbidden to protect its own industries, it is

forbidden to charge Customs on any article not taxed by
England, it is forbidden to levy an export tax on Irish

produce. It is forbidden to exercise every Right and

Power and every function of a Free Nation."
All this is not only a terrible indictment upon the

failure of the Party after their years of absolute

domination at Westminster, when the Daily Mail shrieked

that Redmond was virtually king, but it gives food for

thought as to whether Home Rule in any shape or form
will now satisfy the great masses of the people.

Upon the basis of compromise alone can Home Rule
be built : it will have to be a give-and-take between the

two nations upon the distinct understanding of future

amity and co-operation, otherwise there seems no alterna-

tive between the old officialism of the Unionists and the

new democracy of the Republican party.

The state of popular feeling, however, is too plastic at

the present moment to be able to predict anything definite

about the future; but the fact remains that Sinn Fein
and Republicanism are not necessarily allied, and this

should be kept clearly in mind in view of the confusion

produced by the events of last Easter week.
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The Party themselves admit the necessity of :som6
form of fiscal autonomy owing to the changes brought
about by the war.
The second point—Amnesty—has been taken up by

the Lord Mayor of Dublin, who suggested that whereas
the British House of Commons had congratulated the
Russian Duma upon its broad-minded liberality, they
might follow it up by imitating the resolutions of that

body in the case of the Siberian exiles—to wit:—
*' Yielding: to the imperious demands of the national

conscience in the name of historic justice, and in com-
memoration of the definite triumph of the new regime,
founded upon right and liberty, we order a general poli-

tical amnesty."
The third point of a final settlement, of course, is diffi-

cult to define : on one side you have the extreme Re-
publicans, whose ideal is no longer Provisional, as in

Easter Week : on the other you have the varying grades
who, while sticking to the general link of Empire, de-

fine it each according to his peculiar outlook.

Up to the present Count Plunkett has merely repeated
the dictum of Parnell, that no one has a right to put a

term to the onward march of a nation save the people
themselves, and it is chiefly with the view of clarifying

the political ideals of present-day Nationalism that he
has convened the National Conference, which will re-

solve itself into a Council of the Nation, and virtually

take the place of the representatives who still acknow-
ledge Westminster, and sitting down in the Capital of

Ireland, take Home Rule by sheer force.

People hardly yet realise the magnitude of the con-

ception as a political tactic, and were it successful, and
it appears as if it could only be so if adopted by the con-

stitutionally-elected representatives of the people, it is

very hard to know how England could deal with the

situation thus created.

That the Irish Party will make an attempt to save

their authority seems not only certain but rational, and
that they will bring pressure upon the Government by
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the threat of joining the extreme section, but neither
manoeuvre will be an easy one.

The " Partition " Scheme is dead, killed not by the
Party—which had practically pledged itself to its ac-
ceptance—but by the people, and it may be doubted
whether the Party have sufficient authority left to accept
any proposed alternative upon their own account without
going back to the people for a mandate, in securing the
recognition of the principle of Irish Nationality
The same probably applies to the claim put forward

by Count Plunkett for Ireland to be represented at the
Peace Conference, which even if it is to be a mere for-

mality should at least be an actuality.

If, for example, the Powers proposed the destruction
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire upon the principle
that they were two nations but not one Empire, it would
be absurd if the representatives of both countries were
not present. The same applies conversely if England
is to come forward as the champion of small nations she
cannot do so while martial law is in force and the coun-
try only retained by a military occupation.
Had there been no rebellion—had the Irish members

not placed it upon record that the state of Ireland was
incompatible with the ideals for which the Allies were
fighting—the claim might have been ruled out as '' with-
out sufficient precedent," but as things have turned out,
we should be the very first to demand it of Germany were
it Bavaria that had revolted against Prussia.

It is hard to see, therefore, why the Irish Party should
have wilfully abandoned such a weapon and left it to
Count Plunkett : for it will have an epoch-making effect

upon all subsequent Irish history, binding Ireland no
less than binding England.
At the same time it must not be forgotten that, even if

the claim were allowed and a representative sent, say
Count Plunkett himself, it is quite another thing how
far, as Mr. Tully pointed out, such an appeal as he could
make would be effective.

The O'Mahony asked the electors of North Roscam-
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mon " did any sane man believe that at the Peace Con-
ference British representatives would demand freedom
for Bohemians, Croats, Serbs, unity and freedom for

Rumanians, Italians, and Poles, and deny Ireland that

freedom to which she had so deeply pledged her honour
and the honour of her King? "

One can only answer that it is hoped she would not

—

but stranger things have happened in history even since

the Treaty of Limerick, and International Congresses are

not the courts of conscience that honest idealists suppose
them to be, and the probabilities are that every Empire
has internal complications which each will agree not to

allow to be inquired into mutually in consideration for

similar concessions, and as long as human nature is what
it is this will probably continue to be the case. Still,

the principle remains, and if the relation of England and
Ireland is to be that of Austria-Hungary it is to the ad-

vantage of England to concede the principle of a repre-

sentation of Ireland, and leave the rest to the diplomatic

assets of her own representatives.

Certainly she cannot lose by such a courtesy, and in

fact has everything to gain : so much so, in fact, in face

of a world which will soon be very critical in its retro-

spective examination of the motives that led her into the

war that it would have been better had she volunteered

it instead of having to concede it.

From the point of view of Count Plunkett, however,

it is about the boldest stroke in modern Irish politics :

for at a time when the greatest Empire in the world is

engaged in the greatest war in the world for the highest

principle in the world

—

vis., the championship of small

nations, it is a direct challenge before Europe to abide

by the decision of the people she has most oppressed as

to the honesty of that motive.

It goes to the root of the great world-struggle, and if

England indeed has been tlie deciding factor Germany

will have a right to demand that guarantee of Britain's

honesty.
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